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PREMIERE: FRANCIS
TURAL – “HOLD BACK

YOUR TEARS”
The singer-songwriter wants you to move and groove to his

new dance-worthy track.

With the weekend a mere few hours away, many are looking

towards a few days spent partying with friends. If this is you,

Francis Tural’s “Hold Back Your Tears” is the only song you should

be listening to. Layered with twinkling retro synth and the artist’s

commanding vocals, the song is a party-ready and dance-inducing

cut that is sure to have you in a good mood. And, with the artist’s

masterful penmanship at the helm of lyrics, the track becomes all

the more infectious.

“I wanted to develop a song that was a real anthem of energy,

with high bpm and fast drum and bass sequencing in order to

make people move,” explains Francis. “The whole writing process

has been a quick flow of consciousness (it took me more or less 2

days to create the song from start to finish). The theme behind

it’s pretty simple and has two main articulations; a darker

envelope of the theme in the verses and a brighter one in the

choruses, in order to create that juxtaposition that leads to an

explosion of energy in the choruses.”

With his latest release setting the explosive tone of his year,

expect big things from Francis Tural very soon.

Listen to “Hold Back Your Tears” below…

Hold back your tearsHold back your tears
Francis TuralFrancis Tural
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PREMIERE:
BENJAMIN
FRANCIS
LEFTWICH –
“SOMETIMES”

PREMIERE:
ONE BIT –
“WON’T
HOLD BACK”

BENJAMIN
FRANCIS
LEFTWICH –
BE MY SKY

Artist Mac Wetha discusses his new track "IDONTBELIEVEIT!!" upon the release of its
accompanying music video.
MUSIC

Designers Byungmun Seo and Jina Um talk their brand BMUET(TE) and their
experience showcasing a collection at Seoul Fashion Week.
FASHION

The Wanted talks their triumphant return to music and how they are approaching the
band differently this time around upon the release of their new single, "Rule The
World".
NEWS

Serving up extravagant immersive performances and exquisite food, Mayfair's Park
Chinois is the only destination for your next night out.
NEWS

Hip hop artist Moshe Reuven talks his journey through music and the success of his
debut single, "You Are Not Alone".
MUSIC

ADELE – “EASY ON ME”
ART & CULTURE  MUSIC
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Little Simz joins forces with Adobe for their inspiring Love The Journey campaign.
NEWS
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Artist Saint Joshua talks his upcoming EP and the effect that Frank Ocean has had on
his sound upon the release of his track, "Fake Friends".

MUSIC

Artist Nápoles is here to send you straight into your feels with track "4 In The
Morning".

MUSIC

Chicago-born rapper Keyan7e drops bars filled with melodic freestyles on his new
track, "I aint finished the song yet".

MUSIC

Rapper K Trap gets candid on his journey so far and why his latest project "Trapo"
feels more natural.
MUSIC

Update your wardrobe this autumn with sustainable brand Pama London.
FASHION

Meet Birmingham-hailed rapped Yatez, who is steadily carving out his own lane.
MUSIC

BEAUTY LOOKS OF THE WEEK
BEAUTY
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STAY UP TO DATE WITH WONDERLAND
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See an example newsletter

Netflix drops the first trailer for Maggie Gyllenhal's directorial debut The Lost
Daughter, starring Paul Mescal and Dakota Johnson.
ART & CULTURE

From Kim K's lipstick pink bodysuit to Chloe Bailey's Cinderella-ready dress, check out
this week's Looks of the Week.
FASHION

Neo-soul singer Eleanor K peels back the layers on her intricate sound and how album
two is on the way.
MUSIC

Scott Helman serves up a pop fiesta for his new pulsating track "Pretty".
MUSIC

Jess Chalker drops her 80s-inspired track "Stupid Trick" ahead of the release of her
debut album.
MUSIC

Saintè, Kwaku Asante, Mogli and more serve up the sounds of this week's Wonderlist.

MUSIC

Artist on the rise Falana drops her hotly-anticipated female empowerment EP, "Rising".

MUSIC

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN SS22
FASHION
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Emerging artist Conor Bvrns serves up serene production and romantic lyricism on
track "Mansion On A Hill".

MUSIC

Adele gives us our first taste of 30 with the release of her track "Easy On Me".

ART & CULTURE  MUSIC

Band ViVA Trio unveil their other-worldly track "WILD and FREE”.

MUSIC

Star on the rise Meskerem Mees drops the melodic acoustic track "The Writer" ahead
of the release of her debut album.

MUSIC

Talking all things music, Jax Jones covers Rollacoaster's AW21 issue.

NEWS

Musical duo, Sweet Tempest, is inviting you to a "Party in Panama" with the release of
their new track and accompanying music video.

MUSIC

Iain R Webb unveils Rebel Stylist: Caroline Baker, his newest book on the stylist who
introduced streetwear to high fashion.

FASHION

WONKA
ART & CULTURE
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Gucci and Comme des Garçons join forces to unveil this season's must-have
accessory, their collaborative limited-edition tote.

FASHION

Bloody beauty, r.e.m beats and icy eyes: Kylie Jenner, Ariana Grande and Iris Law turn
it out in this week's Beauty Looks of the Week.

BEAUTY

As she continues to gear up to the release of her EP, Loviet drops track "Picture".

MUSIC

Portugal-born internet sensation-turned-singer Ana Kohler drops her track "Toxic
Behaviour".

MUSIC
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